Efficient restricted gene expression in beta cells by lentivirus-mediated gene transfer into pancreatic stem/progenitor cells.
Gene transfer into pancreatic beta cells, which produce and secrete insulin, is a promising strategy to protect such cells against autoimmune destruction and also to generate beta cells in mass, thereby providing a novel therapeutic approach to treat diabetic patients. Until recently, exogenous DNA has been directly transferred into mature beta cells with various levels of success. We investigated whether exogenous DNA could be stably transferred into pancreatic stem/progenitor cells, which would subsequently differentiate into mature beta cells expressing the transgene. We designed transplantation and tissue culture procedures to obtain ex vivo models of pancreatic development. We next constructed recombinant lentiviruses expressing enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP) under the control of either the rat insulin promoter or a ubiquitous promoter, and performed viral infection of rat embryonic pancreatic tissue. Embryonic pancreas infected with recombinant lentiviruses resulted in endocrine cell differentiation and restricted cell type expression of the transgene according to the specificity of the promoter used in the viral construct. We next demonstrated that the efficiency of infection could be further improved upon infection of embryonic pancreatic epithelia, followed by their in vitro culture, using conditions that favour endocrine cell differentiation. Under these conditions, endocrine stem/progenitor cells expressing neurogenin 3 are efficiently transduced by recombinant lentiviral vectors. Moreover, when eGFP was placed under the control of the insulin promoter, 70.4% of the developed beta cells were eGFP-expressing cells. All of the eGFP-positive cells were insulin-producing cells. We have demonstrated that mature rat pancreatic beta cells can be stably modified by infecting pancreatic stem/progenitor cells that undergo endocrine differentiation.